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Abstract.
Background: Improvement and maintenance of bulbar function are goals of disease-modifying treatments for spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA). Lack of standardized measures and a widely accepted definition of bulbar function represents a gap in SMA
care.
Objective: A multidisciplinary team conducted post-hoc analyses of pooled data from one phase 1 (START) and two phase 3
(STR1VE-US, STR1VE-EU) studies to define and evaluate bulbar function of infants with SMA type 1 after receiving
one-time gene replacement therapy, onasemnogene abeparvovec.
Methods: We defined bulbar function as the ability to meet nutritional needs while maintaining airway protection and the
ability to communicate verbally. Four endpoints represented adequate bulbar function: (1) absence of clinician-identified
physiologic swallowing impairment, (2) receiving full oral nutrition, (3) absence of adverse events indicating pulmonary
instability, and (4) the ability to vocalize at least two different, distinct vowel sounds. We descriptively assessed num-
bers/percentages of patients who achieved each endpoint and all four collectively. Patients were followed until 18 months
old (STR1VE-US and STR1VE-EU) or 24 months (START) post-infusion.

1This article received a correction notice (Erratum) with
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10.3233/JND-239002.
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Results: Overall, 65 patients were analyzed for swallowing, nutrition intake, and adverse events, and 20 were analyzed for
communication. At study end, 92% (60/65) of patients had a normal swallow, 75% (49/65) achieved full oral nutrition, 92%
(60/65) had no evidence of pulmonary instability, 95% (19/20) met the communication endpoint, and 75% (15/20) achieved
all four bulbar function components in the composite endpoint.
Conclusions: In these three clinical trials, patients with SMA type 1 who received onasemnogene abeparvovec achieved and
maintained the bulbar function criteria utilized within this investigation.

Keywords: Airway protection, aspiration, bulbar function, verbal communication, dysphagia, gene therapy, onasemnogene
abeparvovec, pneumonia, spinal muscular atrophy, swallowing

INTRODUCTION

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a monogenic,
neurodegenerative disease related to biallelic muta-
tions of the survival motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene.
SMN1 directs the production of the ubiquitously
expressed survival motor neuron (SMN) protein,
which is essential for the development and mainte-
nance of motor neurons in the spinal cord and brain.
The loss of the SMN1 gene results in the degenera-
tion of motor neurons, leading to severe, progressive
skeletal and respiratory muscle weakness and atrophy
and, in severe forms, early death [1, 2]. Historically,
five clinical phenotypes of SMA have been identified,
with presentations ranging from profound weakness
at birth (type 0) to relatively mild symptoms with
adult onset (type 4) [3–6]. Type 1 is the most com-
mon phenotype of SMA. It defines those children
who have a very severe presentation, and symptoms
usually appear during the first 6 months of life. With-
out treatment, patients with SMA type 1 present with
hypotonia and poor-to-absent head control. They do
not sit independently and usually do not survive with-
out permanent ventilation and nutritional support past
2 years of age [7, 8]. In addition to nutritional and res-
piratory deficits for patients with SMA type 1 [7–9],
communication is hindered because of global muscle
weakness, including components of bulbar function
[10–12].

Bulbar motor neurons, located in the lower brain
stem, control muscles required for mouth opening,
chewing, swallowing, and speaking, and are affected
by SMA. Impaired bulbar function in SMA manifests
as difficulties with these activities [13] and can lead
to choking, malnutrition, aspiration, and respiratory
infections, potentially resulting in death [6, 13–19].
Specifically, dysfunction of bulbar motor neurons in
SMA leads to tongue fasciculations, poor suck, and
difficulty feeding and swallowing, and as a result,
aspiration pneumonia is a risk for morbidity and mor-
tality for patients with SMA [6, 16]. Improvement

and maintenance of components of bulbar function
are important goals of disease-modifying treatments
for SMA, but standardized and validated measures do
not exist [13], nor does a widely accepted definition
of bulbar function in SMA.

Onasemnogene abeparvovec is a single-dose,
intravenous gene replacement therapy that delivers a
functional human SMN gene to restore expression of
full-length SMN protein and is approved in multiple
countries [20–22]. Clinical trials have demonstrated
improved survival and motor function, as well as
achievement of motor milestones such as sitting
without support, standing alone, and walking alone,
after administration of onasemnogene abeparvovec
in infants with SMA type 1 [20–22]. The impact of
onasemnogene abeparvovec on bulbar function has
not yet been comprehensively evaluated.

A multidisciplinary team of academia and Novartis
Gene Therapies SMA experts on deglutition, respira-
tory function, physical therapy, nutrition, neurology,
clinical statistics, and cell and tissue engineer-
ing conducted post-hoc analyses of pooled data
from one phase 1 (START NCT02122952 [20])
and two phase 3 (STR1VE-US NCT03306277 [21]
and STR1VE-EU NCT03461289 [22]) studies to
define and evaluate components of bulbar function in
patients with symptomatic SMA type 1 who received
onasemnogene abeparvovec.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To determine the effects of onasemnogene
abeparvovec on bulbar function, we first assem-
bled a team of multidisciplinary experts in SMA to
comprehensively define bulbar function. A consen-
sus definition was reached after several roundtable
discussions among the experts. We defined bulbar
function as integrity within cranial nerves that enables
an individual to (1) meet nutritional needs by mouth
without pulmonary instability and (2) demonstrate
verbal communication abilities.
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Table 1
Composite definition and assessment of bulbar function in SMA

Bulbar function is
integrity within
cranial nerves that
enables an
individual to:

Swallow food and
liquids without
functional deficits

Meet nutritional
needs by mouth

Maintain pulmonary
stability

Establish verbal
communication skills

Represented by: Absence of
clinician-identified
(clinical or
fluoroscopic) markers
of swallowing
impairment

Full oral nutrition Absence of
aspiration-induced
morbidities because
of compromised
airway protection

Ability of a child to vocalize
at least two different, distinct
vowel sounds

Defined by: Any finding of
“functional swallow,”
“normal swallow,” or
“safe for swallow”

A lack of non-oral
nutrition support and
receiving 76–100% of
nutrition via oral
intake

No occurrence of
aspiration or
aspiration pneumonia

Achievement of item #6 or
above on the Bayley Scales of
Infant and Toddler
Development 3rd Edition
Expressive Communication
subtest [23]

SMA, spinal muscular atrophy.

Next, we retrospectively reviewed data collected
during clinical trials of onasemnogene abeparvovec
to identify outcomes that would reflect the definition
of bulbar function, and four endpoints were selected
to best represent key components of the established
definition: (1) absence of clinician-identified (clinical
or fluoroscopic) markers of physiologic swallowing
impairment, (2) achievement of full oral nutrition
(defined as not requiring a feeding tube for nutri-
tion support and receiving 76–100% of nutrition via
oral intake), (3) absence of adverse events relating
to pulmonary stability (i.e., aspiration or aspiration
pneumonia), and (4) achievement of item #6 or
above on the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler
Development, 3rd Edition Expressive Communica-
tion subtest, which is defined as the ability of a child to
vocalize at least two different, distinct vowel sounds
[23] (Table 1).

Data from three clinical studies were pooled for
these post-hoc analyses: START [20], STR1VE-
US [21], and STR1VE-EU [22]. The details of the
study designs and patient populations have been
published [20–22]. Briefly, START was a phase 1
study of onasemnogene abeparvovec that included
15 patients, 12 of whom received a dose equivalent
to the therapeutic dose of 1.1 × 1014 vector genomes
per kilogram of body weight (vg/kg). STR1VE-US
and STR1VE-EU were phase 3 studies that included
22 and 32 patients in the intention-to-treat popu-
lations, respectively. All patients in the STR1VE
studies received the therapeutic dose of onasemno-
gene abeparvovec of 1.1 × 1014 vg/kg. Patients were
followed until 18 months of age in STR1VE-EU
and STR1VE-US and until 24 months post-infusion

in START. Patients from START, STR1VE-US, and
STR1VE-EU were included in this post-hoc analysis
if they received the therapeutic dose (or equivalent) of
onasemnogene abeparvovec and were younger than
6 months old at the time of treatment administration.
We assessed numbers and percentages of patients
who achieved each endpoint at predetermined inter-
vals during the study and all four endpoints at study
end as a composite endpoint.

In the three studies, swallowing assessments were
performed at screening, every 6 months starting
at Month 6, and at the end of the study when
patients reached 18 months of age (STR1VE-US and
STR1VE-EU) or 24 months after infusion (START).
Swallowing was assessed by a clinical bedside exam-
ination or a fluoroscopic examination, according to
standard practice and clinician decision at each study
site. In START, fluoroscopy was used at each assess-
ment. However, in STR1VE-US and STR1VE-EU,
the choice of test varied between study sites and
practitioners based on local standard practices, and
information on the method used was not collected
under the study protocols and was, therefore, not
available for this analysis. Because the goal of this
analysis was to evaluate bulbar function and not
specific physiologic integrity, as well as the fact that
“normal” fluoroscopic results are not clearly delin-
eated in infants, any finding of “functional swallow,”
“normal swallow,” or “safe for swallow” was cate-
gorized as an absence of swallowing impairment (or
normal swallow) for this analysis.

The need for nutrition support was assessed via
parent report or provider observation at screening and
every 6 months in all three studies. The percentage
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of oral intake was assessed at screening and every
6 months (STR1VE-US and STR1VE-EU) and only
from Month 18 (START) until the end of the study.
A lack of non-oral nutrition support and receiving
76–100% of nutrition via oral intake together repre-
sented maximum oral nutrition for this analysis.

Information on adverse events was collected at
every study visit beginning at screening through
the end of the study. Adverse events of aspi-
ration or aspiration pneumonia were considered
evidence of respiratory compromise. A lack of these
adverse events was considered evidence of pul-
monary stability for this analysis.

Communication was only assessed for patients
from native English-speaking families in START
and STR1VE-US. Full Bayley Scales, including sub-
tests of receptive and expressive communication,
were administered at screening, every 3 (START)
or 6 (STR1VE-US) months, and at the end-of-
study visit. Bayley Scales were not assessed for
patients in START who did not achieve a score of
at least 60 out of 64 on the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders
(CHOP INTEND). The communication endpoint for
this post-hoc analysis was considered achievement
of item #6 or greater on the Bayley Expressive
Communication subtest. Though true achievement
of functional expressive communication varies based
on patient age and is not identified by a single skill
cut-point, age-based data were not available for the
majority of participants in this retrospective investi-
gation. As such, item #6 on the Bayley Scales was
selected, because these data were available for most
patients and it reflected early expressive communica-
tion.

Performance at the last evaluated time point was
used to judge achievement of individual and com-
posite bulbar function outcomes. Analyses were
descriptive only, and no hypothesis was considered
for this post-hoc analysis. Categorical variables are
described as numbers and percentages.

RESULTS

Patient disposition

In all, 65 patients were included in the anal-
yses of swallowing, nutrition intake, and adverse
events: 11 patients from START, 22 from STR1VE-
US, and 32 from STR1VE-EU. Twenty patients
from STR1VE-US had communication assessed at
baseline, and 20 patients (four from START and

16 from STR1VE-US) had communication assessed
before end of study. Not all patients had data for all
endpoints, and, in total, 20 were included in the eval-
uation of the four-component composite endpoint.

All patients received a one-time administration of
onasemnogene abeparvovec. Overall, onasemnogene
abeparvovec was well-tolerated, and few patients
experienced serious adverse events related to the
study drug (Supplementary Table). All serious
adverse events resolved.

Individual endpoints

At baseline, 88% (57/65) of patients had a normal
swallow. At the last evaluated time point, 92% (60/65)
had evidence of a normal swallow after receiving
onasemnogene abeparvovec (Table 2, Fig. 1).

At baseline, 85% (55/65) of patients received full
oral nutrition. At the last evaluated time point, 75%
(49/65) of patients met this endpoint (Table 2, Fig. 1).

No patient had evidence of pneumonia or pul-
monary instability at baseline. As of the last evaluated
time point, 92% (60/65) of patients had no occur-
rence of aspiration or aspiration pneumonia reported
(Table 2, Fig. 1).

At baseline, 20% (4/20) of patients met the com-
munication endpoint. At the last evaluated time point,
95% (19/20) of patients met this criterion (Table 2,
Fig. 1).

Composite endpoint

Overall, as of the last evaluated time point, 75%
(15/20) of patients achieved the composite endpoint
of having a normal swallow, achieving full oral
nutrition, demonstrating no evidence of pulmonary
instability, and demonstrating expressive communi-
cation abilities (Table 2, Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

These post-hoc analyses indicate that patients
with symptomatic SMA type 1 who were treated
with onasemnogene abeparvovec as part of START,
STR1VE-US, or STR1VE-EU could swallow and
meet nutritional needs orally, maintain pulmonary
stability, and establish early verbal communication
skills. Together, these findings demonstrate promise
that these patients achieved and/or maintained some
integrity in bulbar function, and this rescue of bulbar
function demonstrates substantial clinical benefit not
observed in SMA type 1 natural history [7, 8].
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Table 2
Individual and composite endpoints

START [20] STR1VE-US [21] STR1VE-EU [22] Combined
(N = 11), (N = 22), (N = 32), (N = 65),

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Endpointa

Normal swallow
Baseline 4 (36) 22 (100) 31 (97) 57 (88)
End of studyb 11 (100) 20 (91) 29 (91) 60 (92)

Full oral nutrition
Baseline 7 (64) 22 (100) 26 (81) 55 (85)
End of studyb 6 (55) 19 (86) 24 (75) 49 (75)

Able to maintain pulmonary stability
Baseline 11 (100) 22 (100) 32 (100) 65 (100)
End of studyb 8 (73) 20 (91) 32 (100) 60 (92)

Able to communicatec

Baseline N/A 4 (20) N/A 4 (20)
End of studyb 4 (100) 15 (94) N/A 19 (95)

Composite endpointd

End of studyb 3 (75) 12 (75) N/A 15 (75)

N/A, not assessed. aPercentages calculated as a proportion of patients with available data. b“End of study” represents the last evaluated time
point during the study period. cAt baseline, communication was assessed for 20 patients in STR1VE-US; before end of study, communication
was assessed for four patients in START and 16 in STR1VE-US. dFour patients from START and 16 from STR1VE-US had available data
for the composite endpoint.

Fig. 1. Percentage of patients meeting the individual endpointsa representing bulbar function. aPercentages calculated as a portion of
patients with available data (N = 65 for swallow, nutrition, and airway protection; N = 20 for communication). At baseline, communication
was assessed for 20 patients in STR1VE-US; communication was assessed before end of study for four patients in START and 16 in
STR1VE-US.

Bulbar function has been rarely studied in patients
with SMA. The few analyses conducted to date have
mostly included patients with SMA types 2 or 3
[24–28]. Overall, patients with SMA have dysphagia
and mastication problems as the tongue and pha-
ryngeal muscles weaken, though the frequency of

these manifestations varies, partly because of the
inconsistent definitions used in studies and subjective
measurements reported by patients.

Standardized assessment of bulbar function using
reliable, objective outcome measures are lacking,
and this represents a knowledge gap in the current
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Fig. 2. Percentage of patients meeting the composite endpointa

representing bulbar function. aPercentages were calculated as a
portion of patients with available data (N = 65 for swallow, nutri-
tion, and airway protection; N = 20 for communication; N = 20 for
composite endpoint). At baseline, communication was assessed
for 20 native-English speaking patients in STR1VE-US who had
a CHOP INTEND score of 60 or greater; communication was
assessed before end of study for four patients in START and 16 in
STR1VE-US.

management of SMA. Motor function and bulbar
function, such as speaking, chewing, and swallow-
ing, are assessed by different clinical evaluators and
are not consistently evaluated with the tools used
to assess motor function in SMA type 1, such as
the CHOP INTEND, the Hammersmith Functional
Motor Scale Expanded, and the Revised Upper Limb
Module, and these scales do not account for impaired
bulbar function [29]. To fill this gap, we established
our new and stringent definition of bulbar function
as a single, composite index of an individual’s abil-
ity to safely consume food or liquids via oral intake
without nutritional or pulmonary compromise and
to establish verbal communication skills. We then
selected four distinct endpoints from available clini-
cal trial data to best reflect this definition. Based on
these endpoints, 75% of patients with SMA type 1
who were evaluated in three studies achieved and
maintained bulbar function improvements. Though
the retrospective nature of this investigation limited
our ability to use age-based standardized assess-
ments that may offer more information regarding
true age-appropriate deglutition and communication
functions, the achievement of the selected end-
points represents a tremendous success, as previous
research suggests untreated patients with SMA would
not achieve any of these endpoints. Specifically,
the children included in START, STR1VE-US, and
STR1VE-EU experienced onset of SMA symptoms
prior to receiving onasemnogene abeparvovec, and,
without treatment, would have been expected to
require permanent ventilation and nutritional support

before 2 years of age, as well as requiring alter-
native nonverbal communication modalities. Future
investigations further elucidating the physiologic and
functional swallowing parameters using standardized
video-fluoroscopic and age-based communication
assessments are needed.

A recently published study evaluated bulbar
function in patients with SMA type 1 who receiv-
ing nusinersen, an antisense oligonucleotide that
increases SMN protein production. Bulbar function
was assessed using the Paediatric Functional Oral
Intake Scale. Twenty-four children were included
in the study: three with SMA type 1a (the most
severe, having a neonatal presentation), nine with
SMA type 1b (symptom onset younger than 3 months
of age), and 12 with SMA type 1c (symptom onset
between 3 and 6 months old). Of these patients, 14
(58%) required nutrition support prior to nusinersen
administration, and feeding and swallowing difficul-
ties persisted after starting nusinersen treatment. In
fact, the need for a feeding tube for nutrition support
increased, with 20 (83%) infants requiring such sup-
port 24 months after initiation of nusinersen. Patients
with the least severe phenotype (type 1c) were more
likely to have maintained bulbar function after nusin-
ersen treatment [30]. This evaluation only assessed
swallowing and feeding and did not include pul-
monary stability and communication as important
components of bulbar function.

Other analyses have indicated that motor func-
tion improvements attained with nusinersen therapy
did not translate to bulbar function improvements. In
two recent studies of motor and bulbar function for
patients with SMA type 1, CHOP INTEND scores
increased after nusinersen initiation, but feeding and
respiratory dysfunction persisted, and patients con-
tinued to experience dysphagia and respiratory failure
that required intervention [31, 32].

Published data on bulbar function assessments
following administration of risdiplam, an oral
small molecule drug that increases functional SMN
production, are limited. In a recent study of 41 infants
with SMA type 1 (aged 1–7 months at enrollment)
who received risdiplam daily for 24 months, no for-
mal measure of bulbar function was assessed, but the
abilities to swallow and feed orally were evaluated
throughout the study by parent interview and sub-
jective clinician-administered rating scales. Although
most children maintained baseline function, no gains
were achieved after receiving treatment with ris-
diplam. At baseline, 39 (95%) infants had the ability
to swallow and 35 (85%) received at least some oral
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nutrition. By Month 24, three (7%) children had lost
the ability to swallow, and no additional children
were feeding orally. In addition, pneumonia was the
most common adverse event, occurring in 19 (46%)
infants, indicating pulmonary instability [33]. Similar
to other studies, this study did not comprehensively
assess all components of bulbar function and the
criteria for meeting the endpoints evaluated were not
rigorous nor objectively measured.

No head-to-head studies of bulbar function out-
comes after disease-modifying therapy for SMA
exist, and direct comparisons between previous stud-
ies and our post-hoc analyses are difficult because
of differing study designs, populations, and out-
comes. Still, our findings demonstrate achievement
and maintenance of multiple components of bul-
bar function following treatment with onasemnogene
abeparvovec for children with SMA type 1 who
participated in these clinical trials. When consid-
ered with all improvements reported in the original
START [20], STR1VE-US [21], and STR1VE-EU
[22] studies, the rescue of bulbar function could be
a key factor supporting the use of onasemnogene
abeparvovec for SMA.

Bulbar dysfunction in neuromuscular disease,
including SMA, leads to physical and emotional
stress, risks of aspiration and failure to thrive, poor
health-related quality of life, and dependency on care-
givers and assistive devices [34, 35]. Specifically,
children with SMA and their families experience
social discomfort and stigma; constraints on social,
academic, and employment activities; and limitations
on independence [36–38]. Adequate bulbar function
would allow children with SMA, as well as their
families, to communicate better, socialize more, and
feed orally. Simply, children who achieve and main-
tain bulbar function could more fully and comfortably
participate in family and social interactions.

Nutrition, swallowing, airway protection, pul-
monary stability, and communication are all impor-
tant in the management of children with SMA. The
multidisciplinary care team and patients or caregivers
must monitor for the onset of or changes in signs
of bulbar dysfunction, including dysphagia, aspira-
tion, insufficient oral intake, prolonged and labored
feeding time, and ineffective communication [19, 39].
Therefore, the definition of and vocabulary related
to bulbar function, as well as scales and tools to
measure bulbar function in SMA, should be stan-
dardized and applied consistently to guide clinical
decision-making and improve outcomes for patients
with SMA.

To our knowledge, these post-hoc analyses are the
first to define and comprehensively evaluate bulbar
function for patients with SMA, though, as with all
investigations, limitations exist. Most notably, the use
of pooled data from studies with different designs
and study populations, including primary endpoints,
timing of assessments, and ages of patients, limited
the available data from which we could select end-
points to accurately reflect the established definition
of bulbar function. For example, achievement of the
communication component of the bulbar function
definition was marked by the patient’s vocaliza-
tion of at least two distinct vowel sounds. While
the achievement of this milestone reflects functional
early communication skills and a greater degree of
integrity than untreated patients would have likely
achieved, it does not reflect what would be expected
for expressive communication in an older child. Like-
wise, because the study protocol did not include
collection of data on these outcomes for patients
with more severe SMA phenotypes, this limited our
ability to report on their communication integrity
and, therefore, our results may not fully reflect the
entire breadth of SMA bulbar function. In addition,
we chose not to include common, readily available
measurements of growth in SMA, such as weight
gain, but our endpoints serve as better representa-
tives of bulbar function than typical metrics owing
to the lack of standardized growth charts for patients
with SMA [40–42]. Larger prospective studies using
standardized and age-based assessments with longer
follow-up periods are needed to assess the clinical sta-
bility of bulbar function for patients with SMA who
receive onasemnogene abeparvovec. The authors
intend to extend and validate the newly defined
composite endpoint in other data sets. In addition,
real-world studies and registries are currently ongo-
ing, as are long-term follow-up studies of START,
STR1VE-US, and STR1VE-EU that will help to
clarify the durable and clinically significant bene-
fits of onasemnogene abeparvovec. These post-hoc
analyses represent an important advance toward con-
sistency in the reporting of bulbar function in SMA,
and in establishing a framework for its evaluation.
The endpoints for our analyses were chosen based
on available data from three clinical trials, provid-
ing what we believe represents an integrative basis
for thorough analysis of bulbar function in this SMA
type 1 population. Alternative criteria or surrogate
endpoints may be used to assess bulbar function in
different settings and for different patient popula-
tions.
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CONCLUSIONS

Bulbar function includes the ability to meet
nutritional needs orally while maintaining airway
protection and demonstrating expressive communi-
cation abilities. In this post-hoc analysis, 75% of
evaluable patients with SMA type 1 who received
onasemnogene abeparvovec in a clinical trial setting
achieved all components of the composite endpoint
representing the successful rescue of bulbar function,
which included no evidence of swallowing impair-
ment, achievement of full oral nutrition, no evidence
of aspiration or aspiration pneumonia, and the abil-
ity to establish verbal communication via at least two
different, distinct vowel sounds. The availability of
disease-modifying treatments is improving survival
and motor function for patients with SMA, and care
has evolved from supportive care to a proactive reha-
bilitative approach. However, the assessment and
management of bulbar function –– for both phys-
iology and function –– remain unclear [43]. Early
intervention (perhaps even before the onset of symp-
toms for children identified as at-risk for SMA by
pre- or post-natal screening) with onasemnogene
abeparvovec may preserve and stabilize bulbar func-
tion [44].
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